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CLTCUM STATES THAT
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Because some have accused SenFor the last several months Sheriff
ator Bursum with having something Myers has been watching a chance to
to do with the proposition to enlarge raid a distillery some where ia Ga-

1

iI,nTIAL YJtX.

KSTCCSISTS AK3
BOC C0C2 AGAIN.
K2N AE3 DULL VEST.
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The bosiiMH man's "bad Presiden
tial year" will not b a bad year, un- -.
less marchanta and pcopla combine
to niaka It so.
' A
on
good buy-fdepends
good yaar
. Nothing in the eleection of a
President prevents people buying the
usual supplies, rrom ice cream soaaa
to fur coats, from factory sites to
bungalows. - cf

-

This Presidential year ought to be
our most properoua year. The election reminds the people that this
country is managed by its inhabitants, when they take the trouble to
vote thoughtfully.
Europe is worried, harrassed, nations mistrusting each other, taxing
each other's products. Here we have
eve hundred and ten millions of peo
dif-eliving at peace in forty-eigStates, all trading freely, back
and forth, from ocean to ocean.
While other nations lack food and
raw materials, our problem is to get
rid of ' our surplus on a profitable
basis.
We haven't even begun to scratch
the wealth of this country. Wages
are higher than they ever were; prosperity is greater than it ever was;
and there Is more money to be spent
than there ever was.
ht

.
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Nineteen hundred and twenty-fou- r,
the Presidential year, ought to be the
Maximum year of American prosperity for all time.
It will be if the pessimist will allow it.
;
-

The King of Denmark, who was
told a while ago that Dr. Cook had
discovered the North Pole, has now
been told that Dr. Cook is sentenced
to fourteen years in jail for swindles
in connection with oil wells.
Psychologists, if they examined Dr.
Cook, would probably find that he has
the brain and the imagination of a
young school boy.
Years ago he exhibited himself in
a dime museum in New York, with
Esquimau dogs, sleds and heavy furs,
and gradually imagined himself a real
explorer. Finally he imagined that
he had discovered the North Pole-per- haps
he almost believed. There is
no penalty for imagining that.
But when he imagined that he had
discovered valuable oil wells and sold
stock that was a different offense.

the Navajo Indian Reservation, Jerry
B. Farris of crown Point, wrote to
Bursum, asking about the matter.
Mr. Bursum answered as follows:
"Mr. Jerry B. Farris
"Crown Point, N. M. .
'.'v
"My Dear Mr. Farris: ;
"I note what you aay about the
proposed extension of the Navajo
Reservation. I have nothing to do
about creating extensions. This matter is in the hands of Mr. Hagerman
and Mr. Burke and after that, the
Secretary of, the Interior and the
President and possibly Congress. I
can say to you this much, that so far
aa I am concerned I will sot agree to
any extension if the people of the
section affected McKinley Count- yare opposed to the extension, and I so
stated to both Mr. Burke and Mr.
Hagerman.' Furthermore. I will not
agree to an extension unless a settlement is made with all of the settlers upon the lands contained within
the extension, so that any person
owning improvements or land, that
they be paid for same. If the owners
of property are satisfactorily settled
with, and there is no opposition to the
additional reserve, then of course it is
immaterial to me and in such event
I would have no objection.
"My opposition in this matter has
been stated quite clearly- - to the Indian authorities. You are at perfect
liberty to use this information with
whomever you choose aa it is public
property and the statements I made
were made publicly. It is altogether
a question which most vitally concerns McKinley County and my desire is to set in accordance with their
wishes and under any circumstances
if the contemplated addition, or any
part of it, should be created, all persons having rights within such area
must be first settled with by the governmental authorities, and it is so understood by all concerned if this can
be done on a satisfactory basis, I
have no doubt that it would be for
the public welfare to have the In
dians by themselves in place of being
mixed up with other settlers.
' "Very truly yours,
H. 0. BURSUM"

lluphe did not

nstant watching

Coto the

game, and Sheriff Myers claims that
this is the biggest boose manufactur-tarin-g
outfit ever captured in New
Mexico since the Volstead Act went
into effect.
The capture of this distillery nd
'
outfit resulted in the arrest of Tony
Yurcic and Joe Ban on charge of
manufacturing and having liquor in
possession. Their trials were heard
before Judge Schauer at 7 o'clock
Thursday night and each plead guilty
and were each fined 1900 and costs.
In one place, under a residence, said
to be the property of Tony. Yurcic,
there were four wine vats with a capFrom this
acity of 2,000 gallons.
place, after the wine was drawn, the
fermented mash was taken to another
place, slso said to be the property
of Tony Yurcic, there was a still with
a daily capacity of fifty gallons of
what is known as grape brandy.
In a cellar under the place where
the still was found in operation there
were 450 gallons of wine. On these
same premises there were 112 gallons
of grape brandy, or white mule.
The sheriff is in possession of evidence that may lead to further arrests, as it is claimed that the Tony
Yurcic outfit is in a ring of bootleggers .operating over New Mexico,
Arisona and southern Colorado.
Under the directions of Sheriff Myers and Judge Schauer, the Willis
Studio wss directed to take photographs of the outfits, after which
the still, and other materials and machinery were ordered hauled to the
.county jail, where all will be destroyed.

-

An electric grinder and crusher was
among the outfit, and sewer connection to carry off the refuse.
The rsid attracted a great number
of people, many expressing surprise
that such an outfit operating on such
s large scale could be operated in
the heart of the city, within a few
blocks of the court house.
This is one outfit the town of Gallup "stool pigeons" did not make a
report of, or maybe it was too big to
be seen.

,

santa uaus at the tree.
It is the opinion of the Xmaa Tree
Committtee that a Community Xmas

Tree is needed more in Gslluo thsn
in any other community, due to the
many different nationalities repre
sented here, but considering the ex
is ting financial conditions
it was
thought best to minimize the cost of
the Xmas entertainment and to place
the small amount of funds they hsd
in buying the more substantial neces
sities of life and delivering them to
the needy on the day before Xmas.
Therefore, toys and other gifts which
were so lavishly given two years ago
will be eliminated this year.
The Committee elected Jerry S.
Farmer of the Chamber of Commerce
as treasurer, so if you wsnt to help
in making happy a needy snd worthy
child at Xmas by filling a hanging
stocking, a small donation would be
appreciated; There will be no can
vass or solicitation off tunas from
the business men, as the money will
te oerived from donations from the
various organizations, together with
small personal contributions.
There will be a meeting Friday
evening, December 14th, 1923, at 7:30
P. M., in the McKinley county court
mom for the nurrjose of further per
fecting the plans snd outlining the
work to be done, such as gathering
the data on a needy family and also
getting a list of those who inwould Dohelping
nate the use of their cars
to distribute the bsskets. So it is
earnestly hoped that there will be a
large attendance of willing workers,
as it is the desire of the committee
that this shall be a thoroughly community Xmas.
Send all contributions to the sec
retary of the Chamber of Commerce.
o

A Community Spirit

Christmas Tree
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TO CRAPE DELIVERIES
WILLIAMS EXPRESSES VIEWS
diency.

.

The second reason why the first car
of grapes I received was unloaded
after night was to avoid the payment
of demurrage.
It was necesssry to
wire payment on the car before it
was released and it was late on a
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club
V.verv
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Din.m
aw
' VI in viaiMk? fnB.
and church will take part in a Chris
tian spirit to make inis community
Christmas tree the greatest event of
it
... tha
....... in
. of GalluD.i. It
www hiatnrv
tvu bind
is something worthy of note that all
classes, all creeds ana an people wui
take part in this community Christ'
mas tree.
are invited to send
who
will
Any
their donations, wnicn may oe irom
1A
aiai4a tin tn fhA nnstnn of OUT
churches, or to the heeds of our clubs
and societies, or to tne secretary 01
the Chamber of Commerce, or to this

Gallup

Saturday afternoon before permission nawananer.
was received to open the csr. Deall can
murrage would have begun on the This is a matter in which
This was the ex- give that all may be made giaa ana
following Monday.
igency. happy this Christmas.
With prohibition the writer is in
E. A. DAVIS ILL
entire sympathy. I have all my life
been a total abstainer from any inE. A. Davis, proprietor of the
toxicantfrom alcoholic drink. Dur- n..:
r.i.h nA C.arrv. was taken to
ing my service in France covering
Los
in
Angeles this week in order to
which
a period of a year, a country
seek
relief from nose uieeu.
wine flowed as freely as water, where
by his mothit took place of water as a drink, I Davis was accompaniedLouisville,
Ky.,
came
totally abstained. It was neither a er, who of the from
serious condition of
matter of conscience or of principle because
suffered nose
with me it is an inherent dislike for her son. Mr. Davis
rinva and was taken
li
...,.n,i
v.. ...
j
has
the
of
drink
uieeu
that
kind
slightjur
any
est percentage of alcohol. Alcohol is !to St. Marys hospital where physi
not a food it is not a physioligical cians treated nis case, duv h he
considered that
pe
It was
necessity and the foul stuff shall lief.
, .
oltitnHo where the
never pollute my body nor impair my
faculties. There is no doubt in my Mod pressure would be relieved, with
mind but that if the appetite for al- hopes oi arresiing nv ukwui
coholic stimulants could be univer- nose.
o
:
sally eliminated or eradicated that
the human race would be infinitely U. S.
in
the gainer. This statement likewise
applies to tobacco, from which I also
totally abstain.
The
Thus feeling, it is still a question WASHINGTON, Dec.
with me just how far the law Bhould United States produced almost two-thirregulate or attempt to regulate the
of the world output of petrolhuman appetite. It seems to me that eum last year, and Mexico s ightly
to attempt to distate what a man more than
says Geological
.
Wn-l- ri
nrnnuction
shall drink is beyond the purpose and n
survey
rcH'lD.
is
no
there
law.
But
the province of
was 864,889,000 Carre s of
552.531.UUU
firatoa atinnlied
question of the right of a people to
abolish so damnable an institution as 'and Mexico 182,278,000 barrels.
mena
the saloon since it was clearly
In the 66 years,
ace to progress and morality.
of petroleum totaled 10,- production
s,
There is a large class of our
v w...- .Darrein.
8,UUU
800,7
of recent European origin, wno States furnished 62.3 per cent or
because of their occupation and enbarrels.
vironment, drink wine and to whom it
Since they
is almost a necessity.
drink it in the privacy of their homes
to be an entire agreement of
and with no desire to break the law ought
and aim. This will be posopinion
mobe
not!
in
should
opinion,
my
they
when there
lested. Controlling the human appe- sible and beaccomplished
a demand for the
ceases to
difficult
more
than
is
tite a far
thing
product or when those who
controlling human conduct. If I liked huv It and drink it are equally Par- I
for
had
an appetite
it,
wine, if I
t
consis
criminis.
think that I would drink it if I could tlceps
s Busithe
oppose
bootlegger
tently
I
get it; I think also that would make ness if we are consumers of what he
it for my own use. Man has some
let us be
Above all
inalianable rights and he may not be produces. naH let ourthings
conclusions be
deprived of these even by constitu- based on fact and on reason.
tions and statutes.
.
Respectfully,
The evil of bootlegging must be
J. E. WILLIAMS.
stamped out on this there is or
.
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LAST SUNDAY AFTERNOON A FEW DAYS OF TRAGEDIES CAUSED A GLCOM
AT REX THSATTUS WITH
APPROPRIATE AND OVER OUR CITY, DZATII3
i
MEMORIAL EXERCISES
AND ACCIDENTS
,
Last Sunday afternoon the Gallup
Elk Lodge conducted memorial ex
ercises at the Rex theatre, with the
n
following program:
ORDER OF CEREMONIES
1. Overture Introductory March
Rudolph Hummes
2. Ritual
Officers of the Lodge
Assisted by Miss Eva Ellen Sa
bin, Mrs. Louis Roat; Messrs. N.
A. Wilson and W. G. Wilson.
3. Invocation
. G. W. E. Morris
4. Ritual, Continued
Officers
of Lodge.
.
6. Solo "The Vacant Chair
Miss Eva Ellen Sabin
7. Ritual, Continued .
.; Officers
of Lodge
8. Organ Solo Selected
Rudolph Hummes
(Rex Theatre Organ)
9. Eulogy "Lest We Forget"..
.
J. W. Chapman
10. "Still, Still, With Thee"
.
.
Quartette
11. Song "Auld Lang Syne"
of the
Members
Officers and

.........

..

.

'

;
Lodge
Officers
12. Ritual Closing
of Lodge
G. W. E. Morris
13. Benediction
14. "Recessional"

..

...

.
Rudolph Hummes
(Rex Thestre Organ) ,.

IN MEMORIAM
Louis Stewart. Mike Menapace, and
John Kennedy, are our Brothers who
have passed into the Valley of the
Shadow.
"To live in the hearts of those we
leave behind is not to die. True, the
bodies of men are perishing and mortal. vNo eulogiums we may utter, no
monuments we msy build, will reach

'

'

Commencing

with

dent that caused

the

terrible

acci-

the death of young

Tom Robertson. Friday of la.it week.
and the sudden death of Bonifacio
Baca of Saturday, followed bv thai
awful death of H. H. Vinson of early
Monday mornlne. Gallun want thru
several days of excitement that seldom come to our lot
TAM
ak a si aultamaaeV
pAhaailAH est MMM eauu
visa atviraiiisviii
iwusav
jvuiir
youth of 14, waa accidentally shot
while at target practice, witnessed bv
his only brother and a number of
.
playmates.
Bonifacio Bscs, an old and respect
ed citizen, died suddenly st noon Sat
urday, leaving a wife and seven children. He had been with the C. N.
Cotton Company for over fifteen
years. He was about 48 years of
sge. Death was due to heart failure.
Monday morning at 8:30, Harrison,
H. Vinson,' age 64, entered the C. N.
Cotton warehouse
from the north
door, and fell down the elevator shaft.
and met instant death. It is presumed that he was looking for work.
Workmen in the warehouse noticed
him come in. He fell down the shaft
without speaking to any one. He left
a wife and nine children. There are
five married daughters, snd two sons
and two daughters with the mother
Two married daughters
in Gallup.
living at Durango, Colo., one married
daughter in California, one in Arisona, and one In Oklahoma. The family came to Gallup from Durango but
June.
,
The serious illness of E. A. Davis
and the sudden illness of Edward
Hart, all told, make for a week of
sadness and gloom for our people.
a

MIDWEST TO SU!3

into that Mysterious Country where
sleep the departed, but the memory of
WELL
those who have served mankind,
whether they achieved greatness in
the eyes of the world or bestowed HOGBACK
OIL INTERESTS
their benefactions in the
INCREASE; AMBROSIA
where only the recipients would
WELL TOOLS LOST AT
know, transcends the grave and exerts its influence upon the living long
1,386 FEET
have
after the shadows of eternity
enfolded their mortal forms."
Dec. 5. The
ALBUQUUERQUE,
WM. T. PHILLIPS.
Midwest Refining company will begin
of well No. 6 on the
Attornev John W. Chapman deliv soon the drilling
in the Navajo reservation.
ered the memorial euolgy, and with- Hogback
well will be located on the southout any attempt at oratory! Mr. The
east quarter of Section 16, Township
master-nieca
was
oration
Chapman's
on the same structure
comprehensive, deep and broad, 26, Range 16,
with other wells that the company
sentiments
beautiful
the
expressing
of the brotherly love and priciples of ina d.rmea
Midwest well No. 5, in which oil
the Order of biks.
was struck a short time ago, has
o
been mudded in snd the equipment
New
will be used for the drilling of No. 6,
it was stated at the offices of the
company here Saturday. By mudding
in is meant the forcing of mud thru
We are informed that there is a the casing, cutting off or greatly renew deal in prospect for the deposi- ducing the flow of oil. The mud can
tors of the' defunct McKinley County be romved when it ia desired to do
Bank. As we get it, the depositors so. Oil was encountered in this well
sre now fsced with a proposition to at 763 feet.
take from 40 to 52 per cent, instead
In the Ambrosia Lake well in Mcof the much promised 76 per cent.
Kinley county the company reports
We are also informed that action the loss of tools at a depth of 1,88$
in court has been started to have the feet.
Fishing is being done to perIt is
McKinley County Bank sold at auc- mit drilling to be resumed.
tion, to the highest bidder.
planned to go to a depth of 1,600
We are reminded at this time, of feet. A show of oil was obtained in
the way and manner in which this the well st 963 feet, the Midwest peopaper was publicly criticised for state- ple stated, but' further drilling got
ments made concerning the McKinley water.
County Bank at the time the receiver was appointed, and as time has GREAT INTEREST CONTINUES
gone by, we now see every statement
The
Dec. 5.
FARMINGTON,
we made to have been very conin of well No. 5 on the lease
servative, and the truth of every bringingMidwest
of the
Refinnig company on
statement to have been the truth.
the hogback dome has greatly stimulated interest in this field. A number
MRS. J. W. STOFER
of visitors from California, Kansas,
NUMBER
LUCKY
DREW
.
Wyoming and Oklahoma, with the
field, has
The prize mama doll given away idea of Investigating in the
result. Two of the officers
by the Banner Drug Store went to been the
Mrs. J. W. Stofer. As Mrs. Stofer of the Midwest Refiningat company
Casper,
has outgrown her girlhood doll days, from the home office
field here this week
it is presumed that some dear girlie Wyo., visited the
in of we 11
will be made happy this Christmas by and ordered the spudding
dome.
It will
the gift by Mrs. Stofer of this very No. 6 on the Hogback
be less than 1,000 feet east of well
fine mama doll.
...
No. 5 and higher.
o
The men from the home office on
BEFORE JUDGE SCHAUER
A.
ON LIQUOR CHARGES the Casper were
W'P2ke, gen"
eral superintendent, and R. S. Ellison,
The rig, from well
Sheriff Myers placed Max Frkovich vice president
moved
to the new site
be
will
6
ThursNo.
and Mike Pise under arrest
the well put down to
day on charge of having liquor in at once and
the end of the year,
They each appeared be- production before
possession.
that the rig
fore Judge Schauer Thursday night, ft is said. It is also said
test well st
Mike Pise plead guilty and was fined now being used In the
will be brought to the
$200 and costs, and Max Frkovich Ambrosia lake
down
waived hearing to ask for time to Hogback dome and used to put
still another well on the Midwest
consult his attorney.
lease. .The well at
some
CIVIIr SERVICE EXAMINATIONS Ambfosia ike, while showing
TO BE GIVEN AGAIN oil, is being drilled deeper in the hope
of finding oil in Urge quantity.
L.. S. Melsted of Los Angeles has
The" Civil Service Commission
states that in examinations held re- secured an interest In two wells here,
be spudded in this
cently in Albuquerque and other one of which will
cities throughout the United States week on Section 12, Township 16,
for matron and seamstress, Indian Range 30. The other ia located in the
Service, applicants were not secured Coal . creek section, which lies just
The contract
in the number desired, and that these south of Farmington.
exsminations will be held again on calls for drilling to start not later
than February I, but owing to the
December 6.
Persons interested in these or other fine weather prevailing here, it may
'
examinations should apply to the Sec- start much sooner.
-- o
',
S.
.
Service
Civil
U.
the
of
retary
at the local post office for detailed When he has had bad luck a man
likes to think he is a victim of cirinformation and application blanks.
cumstances, but he never gives cirC. T. SUIVELY,
credit for Lij goc irJc.
cumstances
Secretary.
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Gallup, New Mexico
Dec. 3, 1923.
To The Herald:
From time to time almost weekly
The Methodist Episcopal Board of
the writer has read your fulmina-tion- s
Public Morals has things to say about
s.
the stage in New York. Young ladies,
against evils and
it seems, many at a time, "troop down In your issue of Nov. 24 the leading
to the footlights naked from the editorial dealt, in part, with two
officers. I have no desire
waist up, and practically naked from
the waist down don't call it nude, to express a differing opinion of
because of a lack of inforjust plain naked," so says the board. these men
mation on which to base it. I adhere
Much seems to depend on what peo- to the view, however, that
officers, whoever they are,
ple are doing, and why, and where.
In ancient Greece young girls ran in should command public confidence
both in their integrity and in their
the races entirely naked without
inmorality. He who enforces the law
hurting anybody's morals. Their
tentions were good. That makes all should not only himself observe every
the difference,
statutory provision made to serve the
of the body oolitic but he
Many things on the stage are both should likewise observe the moral law
which is more often founded on an
immoral and stupid, intentionally
unintentionally stupid, but immutable principle. If we are to
never the less very stupid. Women, have respect for law those who en
as now presented to the public, are force it must be incorrupuDie ooii m
about as interesting as so many their private life and in their public
"sides" of dressed beef hung up in a sta. thev must be men who have
butcher shop. Managers ought to nothing to conceal from the public
view who must be invulnerable
know that.
aimint the shafts of envy and scan
A few years ago, even Henry Ford dal, who are themselves examplary
citizens;
wouldn't have thought this possible. and
if im to the concluding nart of the
He will talk, through the air, from
his WWI station at Dearborn, usuing uMtnrial that I wish to reply. You
his 860 metre wave, across a thousand say, "we might ask why have delivermiles of this continent, three thou- ies of grapes been msde to certain
sand miles of the Atlantic Ocean, to places after dark?" Inasmuch aa I
men and women "listening in" in have sold a car or two of grapes this
season I will answer that question. In
England.
That miracle would have astounded the first place it was a matter of exthose living when the Old Testament pediency and in the second place an
was written,
exigency. Some customers preferred
Let's hope that in a few thousand' delivery after night, fearing "stool
years, witn every numan ming
pigeons, against wuuiu uw "
to talk at will witn any oiner on- editor luiminsies. ineee
to stop mur- sold in small quantities, in ton lots or
earth, men will decide follow
to stores and to individuals. So
Joseph!
dering each other, and
Pulitser's advice, "Don fight; ad- - far as I know no bootlegger bought
vertise."
any grapes they were bought ny
persons wno nave an appeuie lor
"Co-ed- "
wine and who make it for their own
Young ladies of Chicago's
University decide that "all men are use and their own use only. The
talkers" and are all dull. Some, with stores, in turn, sold their grapes to
the
dullness, combine seriousness, others their customers, good citizens of own
their
froth, others triviality, "but all are community, who bought I for
believe there
use only, presumably.
dull.
Nothing new in that truthful state- is no law that would compel me or a
ment. The miracle is' that women store to divulge to whom grapes had
have endured men's dullness, pretend- been sold. There is nothing illegal
in the sale of grapes, no more than
ing to be interested in their conversation, for so msny centuries, from there is in the safe of flour or any
dull modern man back to Adam. He article of food or drink. In delivering
must have had nothing at all to ssy, grapes after night I wss complying
being so freshly made and having no with the wishes of those who bought
bring home to his wife. You them; not all, however, because some
vgossip to
such request or re.do not wonder that, in the despair of did. not makeSoanymuch
for the expe
quirement.
boredom, she talked to the snake.

t

know where.
finally lead

(By Secretary Jerry S. Farmer) '
At the request of Santa Claus the
various fraternal organisations and
orders, together witn the churches
and various clubs of the city, were
represented by their committees at a
meeting in the Chamber of Com
merce office Tuesday evenina. Dec
ember 4th, and plana were formulated for having a Community Xmas
Tree, and also to see that no one was
overlooked at Xmas time.
The County agrees to brine: in and
place the tree and The Gallup Elec
rower Co., will wire
tric ught
the tree and donate the lights. Then,
there will be stockings filled with
goodies which will be distributed by
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spent ?z?r wfj La., I "la's parents, l'r.
lira. Dc. L Va.
Cy Larrum and wlia vL.4 tSte
FVTStBU lit Cava an rocta to Grants
Com who earns in
reeeatly.
for the Itonksstvteg dance were
Chas. Cavis,- - Joy Eavfai. of Eteck
lack ana Zani. Valtar Creckett and
family, Frank ChUti sr4 wife, Cy
sad wire, vsu Klalson and
wu, con aavru mm pmnj.
R. H. White and family sotnt
Thanks rMng in Gallup and Gibson
wKa friends. DonaM Owens of Rys, New York,
id Owens
Eitrrins of Morwalk.
Con-n- who spent a weak hers stein
us eoantry, pnotofrspmng, wrttlng
and niatinc, loft for Zani, Gallup
and California on Monday.
J. D. Mowrsr and son have been
marketing some of their hay in Gallup recently.
Homer Powers, county scent waa
out twice last week on agricultural
business.

cl

b

Out Slcro

Brimful! of Dccutiful
Holiday Mcrchr.dbc All ncv stock

uusr

,

Yea Will Da Shaprbcd ct lha Etrca Low Price

G? Suggestions
LADIES

For

CHILDREN

SILK HOSE

TOYS 7

SILK UNDERWEAR

GENTLEMEN
;
"

COOKS

HANDKERCHIEFS
GLOVES

GAMES

DAINTY LITTLE

Bring the Children

NOVELTIES
DRESSER SETS

in

CAPS
BOUDOIR SLIPPERS
ETC., ETC., ETC.

BOUDOIR

to See Our Special
Display of Toys

TIIZ DOr.2iriANT FACTCn

kid gloves
auto gloves

T.

D.

Semen

ia workintr

on

silkhosz

brushed wool
AND SILK
TIES
HANDKERCHIEFS
SILK SHIRTS
OVERCOATS
SUIT OF CLOTHES

A Piece of Furniture is a Lasting Gift that is
Always Appreciated
A Deposit Will Secure Any Item for Xmoi Delivery

c:i
Ctk

a

bridge over an arroyo near the Crockett ranch thus making the road from
uauup to Kiagadelni thro Ramah,
Atarque, and Quemado a much better
road as this waa one of the bad maces
on the road.
A. J. Crocket was out last meek
conferring with hia brothers about
their cattle.
Frank Nicola bought the John Lee
farm near Hamblins in the Upper
.
vauey aoove the reservoir.
. Hatley returns from Albu
L.
querque where he went to visit hia
son who is in business college there.
Jack Wilson spent several days in
the Zuni Mountains on business.
Johnny Amel was a Ramah visitor
Sunday. He ia now a salesman for
C. N. Cotton Co.
Bob James and wife were over
from Wingate to visit home folks.
Jesse Johnson is back from Black
Rock where he has been dipping the
Zunt and NavaJo sheep.
Trappers along the foot hills of the
Zunia are taking a good many fine
foxes these nights.
Frank Lwia made a trip to Gallup
last week on business.

scarfs of

of Gallup State Eank service is cczzsrva-tfc- aj
a watchful care to see that its pttross'
funds are completely protected. :
The teterrfty abiHtjr, excriice
financial stability of its Directors and
holders are worthy of your consideration ia
.
selecting a depository.
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DLUEVATER 1,'OTES
--

(Herald Correspondence)

ALWAYS RELIABLE
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.

BLUEWATER. Dec. 4. Mr. and
Leigh Richey of St Johns,
"The Store With the Christmas Spirit"
Arizona, spent several days here vis
iting relatives.
The school play, "What Happened
at Brents," given by the grammar
and intermediate grades, was presented last Friday evening, in the L.
A woman can take a hairpin and D. S. meeting house. A large aufix almost anything securely except dience was in attendance and all
seemed well pleased with the ner- ner nair. worcnester eon.fformance.
Miss Collins deserves
much credit for her skill in training
For Accuracy's Sake
CHICAGO, Nov 5. The grouch- and
the young people. The
"You have heard what the last wit cast handling
less busband is here. Medical men
of characters were as follows:
now announce a new way to insure ness said," persisted counsel, "and y Ned. Court Jester
Spencer Black
sweet mornnig tempers, and house- your evidence is to the contrary. A;n1 Ellen, Custodian of the Royal Seal,
wives throughout the land are re I to infer that you wsh to throw
am Kowley
j
s douot on ner veracity 7"
Donald Harding
joicing,
Rex, Hia Majeaty,
, It a nothing more than giving a hu
The polite young man waved a de Joe, Royal Guard,... Morley Knudsen
man slant to the old problem of the precating hand.
Adeline George
Anne, Royal Scribe
cold automobile on a winter morning.
Bess, Keeper of the Royal Jewels, When the engine is
Blanche George
l." I wisn to make it clear what a liar I amcylinders purr away :J
if ahe's speaking the truth," Tit- May, Mistress of the Royal Ward
"I"
mony. Same way, doctors now say, Bits (London.)
peart Hortensen
robe,
EVERY sensible
with friend husband.
Arch. Guard of the Royal Exhecquer,
knows
"Give your family hot breakfasts.
Clifford Young
that a skidding car
Mrs. Brent, Head of the Commissays Doctor Herman N. Hunoesen,
is an extreme peril
01
famous commissioner 01 Heaitn
Klea Chapman
sary Departmena
That's why so many
Chicago. "Medical authorities find
The Little Princess.. Helen Harding
that the hot breakfast is better for
sensible drivers see
The play included a Hallowe'en re
FOR
vel, the excitemeent of a runaway,
city office workers, home women, ru
to it that their cars
and working
ral citizens
people
the thrill of e hidden treasure, the
have the benefit of
and he minia-tlr- e
Children, too. A cold breakfast is
story of
the powerful, slip-le- u,
FIRST SHOW AT 7:80 P. M.
the finding of the treasure,
soggy.
uninspiring,
court,
non-ski- d
tracand "Rita Rose."
STARTS DAY RIGHT
SUNDAY
tion of the Goodyear
F. P. Nielson haa moved into his
"A hot breakfast starts the day
new house.
Tread.
off right with the engine inside you
A First National Attraction
W. Warren Knudsen has gone to
That famous tread
running like a new siz,(H)V car.
Maurice Touraeur Production
in
good
St
"The
Johns, Arizona.
person
ordinary
is your beet insurwith Jane Novak, Earl Wiliams,
H. Christian Knudsen has accepted
health simply cannot be grouchy and
ance of safe, efficient
and Ben
Bull
Montana
a position with the Santa Fe railway
pepless after eating a good hot breakAlexander in
and economical tire
company.
fast It has been the refreshing
HUSBANDS"
"JEALOUS
of millions in many lands.
performance
Cameo Comedy, "Simple Sadie"
"For instance, oatmeal, long conAt Cn0'r
Slalhn
Weekly News Reel
excerial
sidered a most nutritious
On fan mm Mil nf r4n-mn- f
by
lh
MONDAY
perts in diet, makes an excellent hot
th
All.
Canl mHth ni
breakfast rich in body building
Wtmthtr 174 an
Repeating
Ihtm up with 'ncfara
qualities, supplying food elements exCuHftmr JrWf
Sunday's Proffram
actly needed for children and adults
Chat. Iehl
TUESDAY
just beginning a new day.
'
Southwestern Motor Co,
"Drink a hot glass of milk, too.
The
Big
Cosmopolitan
Watson Motor Co,
It's god Idr you, And if it agrees
Production
with you, a pleasantly hot cup of
"ENEMIES OF WOMEN"
coffee, providing it is made properBy Vicente Blasco Ibanes
ly.
Featuring Lionel Barrymere
Tway
break"Avoid the hasty, gulped
Alma Rubins
and
fast That spoils many a person's
This Picture is Eleven Reels
day. In their haste to get through
Starts Promptly at 7:45
breakfast and down to work, many
Topics of the Day
oeoole overlook breakfast diets of un
Prices, Adults 55c. Children 25c
undercommon value as pepuiers.
WEDNESDAY
stand the leading oatmeal manufacturers have now perfected breakfasts
Repesting
in three minutes. I like mat idea.
"ENEMIES OF WOMEN"
HOW TO REDUCE
THURSDAY
"Another thing. Many women
Repesting
come to the health department of
"ENEMIES OF WOMEN"
sv
Chicago for advice on reducing. We
FRIDAY
always tell them that many are mak
A Paramount Picture
ing a mistake by passing up breakiast.
That is too long a fast. Better far,
Allen Dwan Production
Sf M to m w m'w
fresh with a small
"LAWFUL LARCENY"
MIMUwihmI to start the daythen
hot breakfast:
skip lunch and
Hope Hampton, Nita Nakti,
XjiJIll ic,
eat again, sparingly, in the evening.
Conrad Nagel and Lwe Cody
That provides the system with suffiPathe Comedy
cient nourishment, at sensible
Weekly Newa
GOLDEN

I

Mrs.

mm

Ah! Hot Breakfast
The Doctors Say

...
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$590

F.O.B.
DETROIT

' FULLY
EQUIPPED

The Lowest Priced Sedan
IN

the Tudor Sedan a
new Ford body

type is oSered American
motorists.

an open view in every
direction, make for safer
driving and greater motoring enjoyment.
At $590, this is the lowest
priced Sedan .ever placed
on the American market.

It is distinguished by a
compact, roomy body, two
wide doors opening forward, and folding right
front seat.
It is a car of broad appeal
Large windows affording and compelling value.
All car urn Uehumti through tkt tori Wttkly PkkUmPU.

...

REX PROGRAM
NEXT WEEK

CARRINGTON MOTOR COMPANY
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

.
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Ask

QUICK QUAKER
cooks
.

.

PURITY
DUTTER

"You cant play tricks with your
stomach. It may turn bolshevist."
0

Familiar Character ",'
"You always decline to co out to
lunch with Brown, I notice. What's
the reason?"
,
"Because," snapped White, "out of
courtesy I always offer to pay the
check, and without offering the weakest protest he lets me." Cincinnati
Enquirer.

SATURDAY

e

ALA:02A CZZZZXf

cc"?Arnr

COMING NEXT WEEXw
Jackle Coo an ia
"LONG LIVE THE KING"

,

in 3 to. 5 minutes

Your grocer now has two' styles of
r
Quaker Oats one new,
QUICK QUAKER cooks in half the
time of coffee. And makes luscious,
creamy oats the quickest breakfast dish I
v Same plump oats
Quaker
Oats, the kind you've always known. But
cut thinner and partly cooked
smaller
fakes that cook faster, that's the only difference.

Repeating
FRIDAY'S PROGRAM

A

Packed By

for'

NowaiQrecsrt

CQuakMsadIUuiarQuAerCtB.

i

.

.

'

All the rare Quaker flavor. AH the
nourishment of the world's premier vigor
breakfast. But quicker.

2 KINDS OF QUAKER OATS
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"Cook, this dttl of yours li m
damnable rotten that it seems to me wiana. :,,
KSCOYED EIG3 CONCS3
row attorney must have bom for
td to hold their handkerchiefs to their V In 1897 Dr. Cook' waa appointed
to have represented too. It surgeon to the Eobiaa Antartie ex
. GAVE nosoa
V
result he received
You should pedition and as
.
v Ul. M IIMIWIa
I
. C.J
numerous decorations including the
not bo allowed to
i
at km.
Order of Leopold, the gold medals of
'', A' J'O LIC.n'lJ.'kMW tUt you have your
ano the Belgian Royal Society and the
'k
JUL
o.wuo
."V.WW
uarnter ihould not bo allowed to Municipally of Brussels and the silhave stolen this ver medal of the Belgian Royal GeoPOST tfCSTa, Doe. o. 1 r. touu thorn. You
i i
i
.
graphical Society.
What is
Frederick A. Cook oil operator
company
fWt!You 8hou.w . JSSnLt
Again yielding to the lure of the
was found anEtv In
without Candy?
ana
oacx
u
to tnom.
aistnoute
v-wow
.- waaaej week - for the alleged
North, Dr. Cook, in 1903, undertook
WAhsmBitfcam
V7s
I
You
cant
"Cook, have you no deceny at all? an expedition to roach the summit of
misuse . of Co maili
Mount IfcKinley, the highest point
answer, for everyone alwith the operation, of the Petroleum "XAY?
on the American continent, more than
Producers ''Aaaociation, of which
ways has it then.
" 20,000 feet above the sea level. The
was sole trustee,: was santeneed to 14 V "
."l""
But
our Candies are an
failed
in
lfifla
a
.
axnedition
cue.
ha
fin.
you
hut
a
..L.
ior
wui
mini
irac
i
.t
i
years and mm nrauu in .l.
j somewhere else. You ought to bo
liib xBoarmi
another and this time ha claim- treat, and
exceptional
prison and fined $12,000 by Federal radod as a
practical warning in every' ed to have been successful.
those who receive them
KiiiRs.
jfTea K. Smith, treajuage
I
State."
was
three
vears
he
later
that
It
:
surer of the company, was sentenced
are particularly fortuannounced hit claim to have reached
to seven years in prison and was
nate.
,
the North Pole.
"DISCOVERED POLE"
fined 112,000. 8. E. J. Cox was senDr. Cook has written voluminously
Dr. Frederick A. Cook first became
tenced to eight yean and fined $8000.
for magasines about the lines of eth
They are delightfully flavored and filled, and
GUILTY ON TWELVE COUNTS internationally known in 1909 when,
in Copenhagen from a nology, anthropology, geography and
healthful and wholesome, too.- - Buy-theupon
arriving
v" Dr. Cook
by
found
waa
GR3AT SE3VICB
guilty ba '12 trip into the far north, he announced other sciences from his observations
box or in bulk chocolates and hard candies.
S.:
SUNDAY NIGHT counts, as wore all other defendants that he had discovered the North in the Artie and Antarctic. He was
save Cox, whose verdict found him Pole the
previous April. His story the author of seevral books, including
counts.
waa accepted as true nad he waa re- "Through the First Antaractic
T h o Congregational Church t a guilty of eight
The jury was out twenty hours, ceived there with
Night." In 1913 and 1914 he lectured
high honors.
plannif a big Service Sunday night
Dr. Cook, made an international
at 7:30. "The finest two reel film"
Upon returning to this country Dr. in this country and in England but
retirement
hu been secured, entitled: "Uncle character because of sheer effront Cook published reports of his journey led a life of comparative
Sam of Freedom Ridge." The Chi- ery, was conducting a ,
snd wide credence was given' his nar until he came to Fort Worth in 1919
(FORMERLY THE CANDY SHOP)
cago Y. M. C. A. showed the film re- deliberate confidence game, disguish- - rations for some months. Since then and went into the oil business.
Corner Coal Ave. and Second St.
cently and reports ai follows: "We ed as the Petroleum Producers' As his claims have been disputed, and he
TO SPARE NONE
ran 'Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge' soeiation, Judge Killita asserted.
ultimately was branded as a faker,
In sentencing Dr. Cook, Judge Kill' but In the meantime he was the re
before seoo people. They went wild
WASHINGTON, Nov. 21. The
over it ana cneer alter cheer rent its gave one of the most scathing de cipient of many honors. He was made government is in a position as a rethe open air pavilion where it was nunciations ever heard in court here. president of the Explorers' Club, New sult of the conviction of Dr. Freder
"Stand up, Cook," ho commanded, York, and a member of the Kings ick A. Cook and others in Fort
shown."
than four hundred, will be a policy of
Tne urge orchestra will lead in a "What nohave you to say for your- County Medical Society, the Ameri- Worth today to stamp out .the threat the government. He predictetd num
asked..
So- ened epidemic of mail fraud and wildsen:"
can
National
and
Geographical
of
songs
rousing "Everybody Sing"1
erous pleas of guilty in those cases.
Cook said nothing.
we all love. There will be a vocal
cieties, the American Ethnological cat stock promotion schemes, Assithat the Department of. Just
Crim declared adding
"So you can say nothing?" re Society, the American Alpine Club stant' Atorney-Generduet The pastor will speak. The
ice and the Postoffiae 'Department
conhis
a
from
return
come
to
"You
court.
and
the
lesser
have
to
is
invited
tonight
upon
plied
organisations.
general public
cordially
acting jointly had developed s maDr. Cook was graduated with a de ference with United States attorneys chine
this great service. Large crowds have the point where your peculiar personfor the prosecution of the cases
Worth.
Forth
The
cenat
fails
twentieth
New
been attending those "Worth While" ality
York
gree of doctor from the
you.
the release of none.
that
contemplates
asserted
that
Mr.
active
of
was
should
Crim
be proud
Services. If you are absent you are tury
pro
you. History University college of medicine
Mr. Crim said, however, that any
Ancases
the
at
mail
fraud
secution of
missing one of the best things offered gave us Ananias and Sapphire. They appointed surgeon to the Peary
set for
distrubances of the
in the city.
are forgotten, but we still have Dr. tarctic expedition. Two years later Forth Worth, now numbering more prosecuting the casesmachinery
...
might result in
making it ineffective. But if it re
mains intact and is allowed to go forward, he added, the whole docket
should be cleaned up and the promo
tion of fake schemes through the
mails definitely curbed.
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"GIVE SOMETHING ELECTRICAL
Here are twelve sug $ eestions for practical Chriatmaa gifts. Choose from among them the ones you consider moat
suitable for your particular needs. Whichever you select, you may be certain of this; they have enduring qualiround comfort and convenience and they bring satiafaction to those who give and to those
ties, they give
.'".
A
who receive.
i
all-ye- ar

"

t
ft

o

EtiauetHe

IIAHNS' NOVELTY
STOKE NEWS NOTES
FOR SALE:
One drop head Sin.
ger Sewing Machine, practically new.

on eMovaxte
iy ciMot
gUMi aaawererf a

price $40.00.

will
IM
a--

column tf adaVeese

Ma

aorta ait

to

FOR SALE:One Ford car, in food
mechanical condition, price $100.00.

-

FOR SALE:

AN ELECTRIC LAMP

AN ELECTRIC IRON

reflects vividly the true spirit
of Christmas giving. Floor
lamps, boudoir lamps, table
lamps, bridge lamps, fashioned
in metal or porcelain and crowned with beautiful silk, parchment or glass shades, can with
ease be selected to chime in with
all varieties of color schemes in
house decoration.
"GIVE AN ELECTRIC LAMP"

takes a groat delight in producing that keen pleasure derived
from the "feel" of well ironed
clothes. Dainty lingerie and
fragile silks can, with all assurance Of perfect safety, be
entrusted to its care. It works
smoothly and tirelessly, too.
.

"GIVE AN ELECTRIC IRON"

AN ELECTRIC

AN ELECTRIC CURLER

HEATER

is something that
the heart of every member of
the household. Carried - from
room to room and placed to suit,
the individual desire and fancy,
it radiates cheer and warmth
that can be rivalled only by "Old
f
Sol" himself.
will gladden

and

Electric Vibrator-sho- uld
grace the boudoir ' of
every woman. An ideal combination of remembrances when "it
is hard to think of something."

'

;

"GIVE AN ELECTRIC CURLER

AN ELECTRIC
IMMERSION

AN ELECTRIC GRILL
-

for entertaining the unexpected

guest, and for preparing light
repasts. Mr. and Mrs. Newly-we- d
receiving this little "emergency stove" will give thanks
seven times every week. Others
too, will pay homage unending
to this silent but efficient part--"
ner in housekeeping.
"GIVE AN ELECTRIC GRILL"

VACUUM CLEANER
with its accessories, is able to
get into every nook and corner.
Nothing escapes the attention
of this conqueror of dirt it is
"clean through the house" with

the

Nine o'clock and the snow-whi- te
clothes are out on the line-basin the rays of the
morning sun. Possible only with
the aid of this new type of
"wash lady." "She" can do a
man's size job too. The thoughtking-

ful

,
-

baby's bottle or sterilize some
clothing. Attached to a lamp
socket hot, boiling water comes
in a jify.
"GIVE AN ELECTRIC
IMMERSION HEATER"

husband will

"GIVE

t?
??
t?

AN ELECTRIC
WASHER"

AN ELECTRIC

DISHWASHER
Every woman will welcome with
open arms this harden, lifter.
Dishwashing is the merest kind
of routine which the dishwaser
can do better and without breakage.
,"GIVE AN ELECTRIC
DISHWASHER"

AN

PERCOLATOR
brings thoughts of the aroma of
hot, steaming coffee, made just
and ready when wanted.
right coffee-makat the table
The
will satisfy the palate of the
epicurean.
"GIVE AN ELECTRIC
PERCOLATOR"
er

,

ELECTRIC TOASTER

whose magic power has cast into
"never again" the days of the
"burned bread, scraped off." In
its stead, crisp, brown, buttered
toast, just coaxing for a chance
ot melt In the mouth. A boon
companion in any family.
"GIVE AN ELECTRIC
TOASTER"

sewing, quick mending and
the making of house dresses or
dainty frocks. Smooth running,
rapid and accurate, this machine
will, without effort, turn out
work in jig time.

MACHINE"

Come and See the Many Useful Electrical Gifts While Our Stock U Complete

SafcpfafeTEs ligk ii PWer Co
'

"ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE"

s

;

"::

.'

MARION B., Texas.
Send the invitations to the
friends you wish to invite and then
after the ceremony send announce
ments to those who did not receive
No.

invitations.

DEAR A. LEDA:
At luncheon which side of the plate
should the knife and fork be putT
Do spoons go on the side with the
afo fork 7 3. And if there is a wine
glass, where should it be placed? 4,
How would the knife and fork be laid
on the plate when thru eating T
At luncheon as any other meal the
knife is placed on the right side of
the plate and the forks on the left,
2. Any spoons used are laid beside
the knife on the outside. 3. A wine
glass stands directly beside the water
glass on its left side. 4. The knife
and fork should be laid side by side
across the plate. It is very poor form
to let tnem lay separated on tne
plate.

5

You will find a complete stock of
Christmas articles in our store. Wa
have every useful utensil that ia
needed about your home. Thev are
good substantial articles and will ba
appreciated by any one who receives
any oi mem ior a unnstmas gift.
And we have anything from rolling
pins to Kiddie Kara.
20 DISTINCT MECHANICAL TOTS
We have an assortment of twenty
distinct mechanical toys to amuse and
delight the little folks, boys and
girls. The children love mechanical
toys. The thrill of seeing "it go" on
Christmas morning: is
every
child craves, and no parent need
children
their
that privilege,
deny
because of prices are moderate. We
have heaps of other articles for the
children as well educational hooka
and games, folding blackboards with
neat, common copy for the little folks
to copy from; the games of Authors;
flinch, "Little Black Sambo;" quoits;

what

and "Billy Whiskers;" Laudry sets;
wagons; kiddie Kars; scooters; cornets; paint boxes; harmonicas; mechanical . trains, spring power and
electrical; iron and tin trains. Holly
napkins; tree ornaments; a .largo
number of brightly colored horns and
trumphets no Christmas is com
plete in any home without them.

OUR FAMILY OF DOLLS
We have the largest family of
a
dolls with clear
dolls in town,
distinct voices at prices from $1.76
HELPFUL HEALTH HINTS
to $8.50; a splendid assortment of
e
dolls at prices
and
Acid Burns. If one has been burn- - shut-ey- e
from an acid, flush the place liber as low as 25c.
ally with water and then wash with
a strong solution of baking soda.
DISHES AND KITCHEN
.

Ma-M-

stil-ey-

for

"GIVE AN ELECTRIC

Thank you.

T
X

AN ELECTRIC
SEWING MACHINE

SEWING

DEAR A. LEDA:
Is it necessary to send both invi
tations and announcements for a

tT

4
AN ELECTRIC

One encylopedia of
volumes, orice 18.00.
Encylcopedia of Applied Electricity, S
volumes, price 90.UU. . ,
Engineering.

I
I
e3

if

.

d

???
??

AN ELECTRIC WASHER

HEATER
for the quick shave at home;
for the young mother to heat

vacuum.

"GIVE AN ELECTRIC
VACUUM CLEANER"

AND AN ELECTRIC VIBRATOR"

"GIVE AN ELECTRIC HEATER"

'

An

AN ELECTRIC

In answer to K. M.'s Question, "ia
it considered proper for a young lady
to go on a camping trip with her
his parents,"
young man friend-anlet me say it is quite proper but ill
advised.
I have heard of so many
cases of friendships being broken by
just such trips as that but I was not
asked for my advice, and as for its
propriety it is quite all right. So best
of luck, my friend.

UTENSILS
Babies. Never let a child use a
We
have
a
large stock of special
pacifier. It strains the muscles of the Christmas dishes,
one or more pieces
throat, is liable to cause adenoids, of which make
splendid presents-su- gar
and spoils the shape of the mouth.
and creamers: bonbon dishes;
sleeping. Uo not sleep on a high chocolate sets; cups and saucer; salad
be
will
one
cause
to
it
pillow
bowls; tea sets; percolators, aiumin-umwar- e,
and enamelware, or any dish
used at breakfast, dinner, supper or
CHRISTMAS SEALS
lunch.
v
We extend s cordial invitation to
Christmas Seals this year are being
sold under the auspices of the Child the public to come in and examine our
merchandise.
Welfare Association, Mrs. A. H.
chairman. A per centage of
the proceeds will go towards providUAffliS' KOVELTY
ing funds for the benefit of the Child
Welfare Association. Mrs. DeLong
informs us that there are now 78
children of Gallup who are being cared for by the Association. This means
M4 West Railroad Avenue
that 78 children are under weight,
Formerly Beard Novelty Store
and that by scientific treatment, these
children are being fed the proper
One of the most important
foods.
things of the welfare of our children
is that they should be fed with prop
er foods. Buy Christmas Seals snd
help to provide funds for the umd
Welfare Association, scnooi children of the various schools will sell
Seals and a premium given to the
school and room selling the moat
g,

0

,

Horse Stall Habits
Si: "Why did Miss Mabel stop
keepuv company with the hired

man?"
Hi:

"Waal, you see, when ha pro
he opened her mouth to

posed to her
look at her

teeth'
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Oscar Coward and Caasar Xrti- Mlli ars in Zuni at work with Gcorft
iigni on governmenc Dtttng.

Georre Myers Jr.. son of the
CoshuM Uanager and Assistant Editor George Myers Sr. will return to
Editor snd Assistant ttanagwr. lup for his future horns. Ha
'
lived in Brooklyn, N. Y., lines
Sapttintandsiit Mechanical Department World War.
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Frank Thomnkson and sister. Mrs.
Alien Harding, wera ni from St Mi
chaels this week doing. Christmas
.
Mr. Thompkson is hers on
hopping-a visit from Paughkeepsie, N. T. '
Ed Elliott. Red Lampkin. Fred
Hight and J. A yen have returned
from their deer hunt at Spur Lake.
Ayers was the lucky boy to cat the
only duck.

A FLUKE: By an investigation conducted by the United
States Senate committee, an attempt was made to show that
Harry F. Sinclair and former Secretary of the Interior Albert
B. Fall are too closely connected in their friendship, based on Fred Franko fell from his bicycle
the leasing of the Teapot Dome to Sinclair dur- anasustainea a oroiten arm.
ing Mr. Fall's term of office. From the way and manner some
Those attending; the Zuni Indian
of the witnesses, especially one from New Mexico, testified, it dance
week, we note Mesdames
is very plain that an attempt was made to show that Fall Albert this
and Felix Butler, Mr. and Mrs.
granted special favors to Sinclair, but such testimony by the Frank Britton, Mrs. Des George and
.New Mexico bellicose is nothing more nor less than a fluke.
son, Warren, and daughter, Mary.
.

SOME PRESS: The Los Angeles Examiner now claims
to be owner of the largest printing press in the world. This press
papers every hour. It can print and
prints 144,000 four-pag- e
deliver a 72 page paper at every click. It requires 24 expert
pressmen to manage the press. It is composed of 27,100 separate pieces. It requires eight tons of white paper every hour
and one and a half tons of black ink. The press weighs 500,-0- 0
pounds some press.
.

DIDN'T FIND IT: The town of Gallup's hired "stool
pigeons" didn't find the Tony Yurcic distillery outfit, one of
the biggest booze making joints ever captured in New Mexico,
and in operation in the heart of Gallup. Plain clothes jnen,
and strangers, nosing for booze, yet did not, for some reason,
detect an outfit with a capacity for 2,000 gallons of wine, and
a still of fifty gallons of white mule per day. within a few feet
,
of a street. Some "stool pigeons."

NOTICE

UNIQUE DANCE FIGURE
IN "ENEMIES OF WOMEN"

Cl

Our Special Sale Started Last Saturday and to
Gcinj Strcnj. The Values We're Offering are so Batraordinary, the Quality so Fine, that the Men who
Bought Here During the Past Week will Probably Say
Finer Things About the Sale Than We do. V

Mrs. H. A. Horbin was in from
tbjis week doing Christmas
shopping. Mrs. Horbin said that
there was plenty snow in the Zuni
mountains.

,

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
and other fine suits

Manson Jones also attended, taking a
truck .load or Indian from Gallup.

023.75 and 333.75

ey

The Gibson Altar Society ladies re
port that $350 was cleared from their
bazaar, which will be used towards a
church fund for Gamerco.
The Gallup Spanish ladies Altar
Society report that a nice sum was
realized from their masauerade ball
on Thanksgiving eve.

timer and

Ben Wilson.

03.05
01.15
02.15

Regal Shoes
Caps
Hats

Hart Schaffner & Marx Coats for Women
Greatly Reduced

Love, revelry, drama, luxury.
beauty a gorgeous picture play from
the stirring Ibanez novel, at the Rex
theatre next Tuesday, Wednesday and

READ IT: Read J. E. Williams' reply to The Gallup inursaay.
Herald editorial of last week, wherein we asked for informa- Word has been received in Gallup
tion as to who hauls grapes after dark. It might be very in- of the marriage of Mrs. Vallie
and Scotty Brown of Los
teresting to know who hauled the several tons of grapes to the Thompson
wiU be their fu
That
Angeles.
Tony Yurcic place. There are other places in Gallup where ture home. , Mrs.city
Thompson is a daudelivery oi grapes nave been made after dark, and "Tony Yur- ghter of J. D. Mowrer of Ramah.
cic" is not one of the names of the parties who bought and paid Laura Stroud
of Ottuma. Iowa, is
here on a visit with her brothers J
j or me grapes ana naa tnem delivered alter dark.
RATHER HIGH : We are informed that the town of Gal
lup s "stool pigeons" were paid $580 for one week. Rather
high price, don't you think? But, then, something had to be
done to snoop, and neither the sheriff nor town marshal knew
anything of the presence of the sleuths. As neither sheriff
nor the town marshal forces were reported by the "stool pig
eons as peing connected in any way with bootlegging, it may
as wen oe mat Lou juyers and W. r, Diggs were
not taken into
the plot.

'wel

lata

Tha Suite are Broken Lots and Sizes, Taken From Our Regular Stock

OUR CHRISTMAS STOCK IS NOW
COMPLETE WITH GIFTS MEN

The Oliver home has been nur- chased by the Franciscan Fathers,
ano tnis makes a whole block for the
Catholic church and school property.

APPRECIATE

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Upton of Ft
Sumner have arrived in Gallup and
will make this place their future
home.

James Finley, of the Holbrook
neighborhood, was in Gallup this
week looking after business matters.

This is to serve notice on the pub-lic- e,
Europe's gilded society life revealsnd to all who may be concernA mysterious tall figure, swinging ed in its daring magnificence and exed, and to all committees of any and
splendor, "Enemies of Women,"
and swaying on a raised platform in otic
all depositors of the McKinley
at- the Rex next Tuesday. Wednesday
Bank, that I, the undersigned, have the center of the unique Greek dance and
ty
Thursday.
never authorized nor delegated any in "Enemies of Women," Cosmopolperson, or persons, any committee, or itan's magnificent picturization of Vi
The trouble about trying to run
committees, to act for me, in my cente Biasco ihanez's romantic novel
away from trouble is that trouble
stead, nor have I at any time author- coming to the Rex Theatre
ised any one as mv Dower of attorney. day, Wednesday and Thursday, oc- - holds all known speed records.
In connection with any claim I may casions great curiosity on the part of
nave had, or may have against the every auaience which sees it. The
appears in the first of the many
County Bank. If any per-Juson wants o unow wny i mane wis
enuioues in we mm, wherein
public statement, they can find out Prince Michael Lubimoff, the leading
Icharaeteer, is impersonated by Lionel
by asking me in person.
Barrymore.
FRANK KAUZLARIC
In Ibanez's story there is mention
o
MiiQ uurungsme, a rancher or the oi a rare and ancient dance perform
WARREN A. M E.
for all ages and needs.
for Prince Lubimoff. Eight girls
northwest Navajo country, was a Gal-e- d
MISSION
11:00 Morning Worship with a ser
lup visitor this week. While here and a solo dance, Hannelore, perform
made arrangements a dance rite in the film that is cer-t- o (At the Residence of Mr. and Mrs, mon by the pastor on: "The Divine
Mr. Burling-amL. P, Partes)
Magnet." There will be a vocal solo,
purchase a large bunch of cattle, tainly all that the author might have
Rev. Addison G. Doby, Pastor
which he will winter at the ranch. Mr. visualized.
The figure on the
7:30 "Worth While" Service.
The
Sunday School. 9:45 A. M.
is an old time personal ilar dais represents the spirit of the
Orchestra will lead in the
large
inena or tne manager or the Herald, ureeic oance before music was used, Parents invited to come and bring "Everybody Sing." There will te a
vocal duet. The picture will be:
their friendship extending through a according to Urban. He is the con their children.
Preaching services at 11 A. M.. and "Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge"
long residence in Oklahoma, and also ductor, the symbol. Dressed in
er
at Magdalene, where both were locat
robe, with a huge 7:30 f. M., every first and third Sun "The finest two reel motion picture
masK-iaced.
ever produced." The Secretary of the
tne ngire wears shoes day.
with
built
stilts' heels. In each heel Prayer services every Wednesday Chicago Y. M. C. A. says:
The ladies of St. Agnes Guild an- is a hallow niche holding a small bell nignt at i:3U.
"We ran 'Uncle Sam of Freedom
nounce their annual" Bazaar and Tea, The particular task of this figure to
Ridge' before 3500. people. They went
to be given at the rectory on Friday, set the tempo and spirit of the dance
THE CHURCH OF
wild over it and cheer after cheer
December 14, from two to six.
JESUS CHRIST
rent the open air pavilion." The pasby the tinkling of these bells in his
heels.
tor will speak. Don't miss this great
arms, too, urge
Mrs. Martha Ketner Lindsay and sootne, placate or arouse the dancers
service!
(Latter Day Saints)
Dan Brentari are subbing at the Post through the moods of the dance. Sunday School every Sunday at Our "Every Member Canvass" will
office during he holidays.
Later, acording to Urban, string in 10:30 A. M.. at City Club House. No be held this Sunday. At 1:00 o'clock
stniments were added to the cere collections. Everybody welcome.
the members of the different teams
Biasco Ibanez's literary triumph in mony. In "Enemies of Women"
will have lunch with Dr. and Mrs.
in
HOLY
the great harp ensemble of six pieces supplies CHURCH OF THE
a magnificent spectacle,
SPIRIT Stark in the Manse. The canvass
drama production, "Enemies of Wo this music.
(Episcopal)
will be made from 2:00 to 4:00 and
Rev. A. J. G. Dowio .
men," at the Kex theatre next Tues- all friends and members of the church
day, Wednesday snd Thursdsy.
are urged to remain at home until
The ladies of St. Agnes Guild an
Second Sunday in Advent
the team for their district has
after
nounce
annual
their
Bazaar
and
Tea,
Mah-Jong- g
Gsmei can be ordered to
Holy Communion, 8 A. M.
called.
be given at the rectory on Friday, Church
School, 9:46 A. M,
at Shanklin'a.
December 14, from two to six.
If there is any one in need of a girl
Morning Prayer and Sermon, 11 A. for housework or of a woman for
'
CHIROPRACTOR
M.
confer with tha pasDr. 0. C. Warriner, Page Building. T. M. Davy, with the War Finan
No evening Service this coming nursing, please
tor,
ce Corporation, with headquarters in Sunday.
Phone 88.
Albuquerque, was in Gallup this week
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
For next Friday and Saturday the looking after business connected with
. CHURCH IN CHRIST John Witt Handrix, Pastor
Rex theatre will present Allan his office.
(Congregational)
Dwan's production, "Lawful Larce
Church School, 9:45 A. M.
Rev. Lewis A. Stark, D. D., Minister
Public Worship, 11 A. M. and 7:80
A vital photodrama that will pierce
ny.
.
...
deep into the heart of every wife and 9:45 Junior Church Worship with a P. M.
The ladies of St. Agnes Guild an husband who sees it Jane Novak in fine reel of Bible pictures on "The
nounce their annual Bazaar and Tea, "Divorce," at the Strand next Tues Selling of Joseph." This is one of the
The ladies of St. Agnes Guild an
to be given at the rectory on. Friday, day and Wednesday.
Bible series which cost the producer
nounce their annual Bazaar and Tea,
December 14, from two to six.
Bible
to
in
order
make
the
83,000,000
'
The ladies of St. Agnes Guild an- more vividly real. If you are not go- to be given at the rectory on Friday,
Eat 8cotmints, six flavors. 5 cents nounce their annual Bazaar and Tea, ing to Sunday School elsewhere you December 14, from two to six.
eMSsesaassst
to be given at the rectory on Friday, are urged to attend ours. "Train up
each.
December 14, from two to six. :
a child in the way he should go and The annual "Every Member Can
For Insurance of all kinds, see
when he is old he will not depart from vass" of the local
Dr. 0. C. Warriner, Chiropractor, it." It was Thomas Jefferson who Church in Christ will congregational
Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second
be held Suntf Page Building, Phone 88.
Street. Phone 248.
said: "The men who read the Bible day afternoon from 2:00 to 4:00 to
make the best husbands, the best secure pledges for the budget of the
A startlngly dramatic defense of Filmed in Paris, Nice and Mont fsthers and the best citizens." Can Church. Tha Finance committee of
indlock and the boms, will be pre- Carlo a magnificent photoplay of you aford to have your children miss the Church are asking that all memsented by Jane Novak In "Divorce." love and intrigue, at the Rex theatre this training T Can you afford to miss bers and friends of tha Church renext Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs- it?
at C Zmni next Tuesday and
main at home until after the team
10:00 Church School with classes fro their district has called.
,
day, la "Enemies of Woman."

"The Gift Store for Men"
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The Business Car That's
Also a Family Car
The extraordinary utility of the Buick
Touring Car mokes
this model particularly suited to serve the needs
of business. Its lugged chassis and powerful
valve-in-heengine insure uninterrupted
service. Its proved Buick four-whe-el
brakes
male this car more than ordinarily safe to
drive. Yet with all of its advantages, the
Buick Four Touring Car is very low la
first cost, in upkeep costs; and is satisfying
for family use as for business purposes.
five-passeng- er

four-cylind-

er

ad

E2DDOW fcUICK COMPANY
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

IILH2Z.Tr EHOS. CUICK COMPANY
AZTEC, NEW KSXICO
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With itimrraa Incnaaalr thna aajl
times as much as the population af tha country, no tonle rmn ha af
greater interest to a mater nurrUr
one-ha-lf
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SPELLING MATCH VICTORS
hospital for several days is very much
Of the ten medals men to winners . netter,
Messrs. Ross. Uhland and Sully re
of the oounty spelling contest by the
county Superintendent, eight were turned Tuesday from a week's hunt
won by pupils of the Gamerco and ing trip.
Mr Ed Wall of Weaver is on the
Gibson schools. Jean Hanes. a sixth
grade pupil of the Gamerco school sick list this week.
Mrs. Dan King and children retwon the cold medal in the final con
test, John Esplnosa of the- - Gibson urned to their home at Crown Point
eighth grade winning the silver medal Saturday evening.
Mrs. Vivian Standish left for her
for stsnding op Mxt to the longest in
the final contest. Robert and Lois home in Albuquerque Sunday afterof Gamerco fifth grade noon.
Wagoner
Mr. J. J. Crockett of Galluo was
won the gold and silver medals, res
Jean Hanes ana civtra a business caller at the mines
pectively.
Archuletta of the Gamerco sixth
grade won the gold and silver medals,! The shower given at the Gibson
respectively, and John cspinosa 01 hotel in Honor of Mrs. Cab Rains, was
Gibson eighth grade won gold meaai. attended by a large number of her
Paul Roberts of Gamerco 8th grade friends, she receiving many beautiful
winning silver medal fef standing up aa well as many useful presents.
next to longest
Dainty refreshments were served late
...
v
in the afternoon.
Mrs.- - Fay Burkes of Galluo has or
GOOD WORK
The teachers of the Gibson and ganized a dancing class in Gibson
Navsjo schools, with the assistance which Is well patronized by many of
of parents and others interested, the camp children.
have raised enough money to buy a Miss Madeline Cregar spent the
with Miss Elizabeth Bryphonograph and several', records week-en-d
apiece for their respective schools. den at her home in Gibson.
The Gamerco school has a small fund
in the bank which will be added to THOMAS GOULD ROBERTSON
from time to time until they have
Thomas Gould Robertson,
eldest
enough for a piano.
son of Archie W. snd Josephine E.
SURPRISE SHOWER
Robertson, was born in Seattle,
Mrs. Hughie Frazer was given a Wash., September 8, 1909, and died
Miss
nrnrliA shower at the home of
at St. Marys hospital in Gallup, DecElizabeth Bryden Saturday afternoon ember 1, 1923, age 14.
at 2 o'clock. Mrs. eraser received
The tragic death of this dear young
mam un fill nresents. Among the man cast
a glora of sadness over the
ruest were: Misses Eloise Burke, town seldom witnessed or experienc
Cornelia
Alexander,
Sims.
Mnrrat
ed, ueatti was caused by a terrible
Helen Brown, Frankie Olarke, Bea accident while a number of boys were
ana
Madeline
Wegar
trice Porter,
at
practice at a point near
iriu.kiifk Rrvrinn. Also.' Mesdames town.target
Tom, as he was affectionately
and
Melvin Crouch, Hughie Frazer,
known, was placing targets, and the
At the close of accidental
Arthur Middleton.
discharge of a gun that
luncheon
the afternoon a two course
was thought to be empty, the bullet
was served.
striking Tom's left temple and passing thru the brain, causing death a
'
PERSONAL MENTION
few hours later, as stated.
Tom. with a number of his play
Mr. Harold Rathburn, chief clerk at
had gone to a place south of
mates,
was
married
office
Gamerco
mine
the
near the Chevallier sanatorium,
town,
oat
01
Miss
to
uaiiup
Georgia Taylor
ana were enjoying target practice.
urriav afternoon.
Tom's only brother, Alexander, age
mov
have
Rains
Cab
Mrs.
Mr. and
12, witnessed the accident, and be
ed into their new home recently va- came
frantic over the affair, his grief
cated by Mr. Swineford and Mr.
being fearful, and it was with conMr. and Mrs. Ed McMullen had as siderable difficulty that he could be
consoled and quieted. Tom, uncontheir dinner guest Monday evening, scious
and fatally wounded, was rushM Pnkorta of RalluD.
The "Squaw Dance" at Manuelito ed to St. Marys hospital where physiin human power
was well attended Dy many uiusun cians didhiseverything
life.
to save
folks.
Mr. and Mrs. Robertson are old
Mr. Ray Kuhns has. been transferr-- t
a fha Weaver mine office since time citizens of Gallup, among our
work has been suspended indefinitely very best people, and their two lovely
in the Navajo mine.
boys made one of the happiest famMr. Mat Handler and Jos Plush, old ilies in our city. While Tom was
residents of Weaver have moved to not a native of Gallup, yet he had
lived here most of his life, attended
their new home in Gallup.
Mrs. Dooley and Mrs. Lane enter- school here, was a member of the
tained the Ladies Social Club Wed- Congregational church Sunday school,
nesday afternoon at the home ofMrs. member of the Boy Scouts, and one
of the brightest and very best boys
Dooley.
Mr. Torn Fuller is the proud owner of our entire community, a perfect
of one of the latest model Stude- athlete, loved out-dosports, and a
bakers.
bov that all who knew him predicted
Mrs. Joe Ferrari has been confin- that he would develop into fine man- ed to her bed the past week but she hood and become a useful citizen.
The funeral was held at the Uallup
is improving slowly.
Mr. Gerald Mellinger of Gamerco Undertaking oarlors Monday after
in
Albuquerque, noon at 2 o'clock, conducted by Rev.
spent the week end
'
L. A. Stark of the Congregational
N. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Wamsley of Gallup ehntvh. the nail bearers being mem
evenwere Gibson callers Thursday
bers of the Gallup Boy Scouts, of
which organization Tom was. among
Mr. Leonard Crouch of Gamerco its honored leaders.
who has been a patient, at St. Marys The grand mother, Mrs. T. C.
Wright, mother of Mrs. Robertson,
came from Long Beach, Cal., to at
tend the funeral.
Thus it is our sad duty to chronicle
the untimely death of one 01 tne lin
est types of our boys, in he happy
prime of young are, witn every origin
prospect of a long and useful citizeunderstand we
nshipit is hsrd to
can't understand. Death is no less a
mystery than life, but when a tender
dear life is snuffed out, our hearts
becry and refuse to be comforted,
cause we can not understand.
To the bereaved ones we offer our
sadsympathy in this their hour of
ness. Theirs is a deep and bitter cup,
and they must drink to its very dregs.
We mourn with them we have a
right to mourn it is the human way
we anchor our trust in the Supreme
Architect, who alone understandeth
all- - things.
-
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GIFT ENJOYED
By ALL

finer gift than a beautiful BRUNSWICK
its wonderfully resonant, transcendent tones.
Everyone really loves music, so what greater joy,
could possibly be supplied than by th giving of a
Brunswick Phonograph this Christmas. A Brunswick
is truly an enduring gift.
THERE

L

Is no

G.

HARDWARE

SMi

FURNITURE

-

AMERICA'S ONLY VERSATILE CAR

For Pleasure or Business, The Champion
Meet
Now

all Requirements

On Display in Our Show Room

or

'

FOR

MAS

WE HAVE ALL THE LATEST MODELS IN STOCK
Enjoy Your Evenings at Home Listening in.
Opening Evening.

HAS. IE nilLa
'

NASH

Dealer la

WILLYS-KNIGH- T

OVERLAND

FINE CHOCOLATE

AE BY

'

0
Mr. A. B. Cumby, of Durango, Colorado, will sing a base solo at morn-

"

'

'
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inan use wuca is tasbees
the most important photoplay to

ox

people

in

reach the screen In years. "Divorce."
This nlav. which mlrrora tha mnat
rtartlinff condition nf affalra m tn
confront modern society, is to be flung
UDon tha ICMtan nf tha StranJ Thaatm
for next Tuesday and Wednesday, and
k in promisea tnst it pacu a real
punch as well as pointing a real mo-

ral.

FIRST SHOW AT T:S0 P. 11
8UNDAY

Harry Carey in
"DESERT DRIVEN"
Fighting Blood, Round No. 7
Ruth Roland in
"HAUNTED VALLEY

'

Jane

Novak is seen in the principal
role, with John Bowers aa leading
man and James Corrigan, Edythe
Chapman, Margaret Livingston, Freeman Wood, George
Fisher and
Philippe de Lacy in their support
The play was directed by Chester

MONDAY

Repeating Sunday's Program

Bennett.

TUESDAY

o

LOST: Eagle part off of 32nd Degree Masonic charm. Return to Rev.
L. A. Stark.
lt

and WEDNESDAY

Jane Novak in one of the
greatest pictures of
the year

12-8--

The Altar Society were entertained
at the home of Mrs. C. W. Davis on
Thursday afternoon of last week.
Those
present were: Mesdames
George C. Lebeck, J. B. McQuade,
James McQuade, Wm. Kelley, L. K.
Heller, Grover Phillips, Sam Dimon,
J. Wilhelm and Bridge Harding.

"DIVORCE"
SUNSHINE COMEDY
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
Universal Super-Jew- el
"THUNDERING DAWN"
Fox News No. 9

Last Sunday night the Rex theatre
treat&d its patrons to one of the finest pictures ever shown in Gallup,
"Pleasure Mad," and for this Sunday night the Rex will show "Jealous
Husbands." .

SATURDAY
Jack Hoxie in
"MEN IN THE RAW"

The Carroll - Chapman residence
was the scene of a merry Thanksgiving dinner at which Mr. and Mrs.
Vincent
Jaeger were the honor

Larry Semon Comedy
"THE STAGE HAND"

guests.
Mah-Jong-

Games can be ordered

g

at Shanklin's.

12-8-- 2t
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COMING:

The most sacred of human emotions and relations imperilled by the
demon, divorce eee Jane Novak in
"Divorce," at the Strand next Tuesdsy and Wednesday.

D. W. Griffith's Masterpiece,

"THE WHITE ROSE"

HI

ma HQ

18

IIS

GIFTS

Our Holiday Shoe Stock is Complete and
inute-Styl- e
and Prices Very Reasonable

M

Shoes for the Entire Family
Secure the
at Our
Esrly
Display,
Window

Look

Shop
Selections

and

Best

Yeu Are Welcome at Our Store and Will Receive Prompt and
Courteous Service

Remember We Are Giving Away

9500.00

Worth of Valuable Present
Each and Every One Will Receive Presents According to the
ts
Amount of Their Purchase. You Were Satisfied With Your
last Year and Will Be Satisfied Again this Year.
Pre-sen-

THE SHOE HEADQUARTERS

PARIS SHOE STORE AND SHOP
Cor. Coal Avenue and Third

Street

GIFTS THAT LAST

ing services Sunday at the Congregational church. Mr. Cumby is con-in
sidered one of the finest vocalist
the west and you will miss a real
musical treat if you fail to attend
this service.
There will be a special meeting of
.v. M.viniv rhnnter No. 16. Order
of the Eastern Star, on Tuesday even
ing, December 11. au memoers uiu
visitors invited.
Dr. Chester H. Clark announces the
hli office in Galluo to
V
207 South Second street. Office hours,
10 to 11 A. M., Z to 4 v. m., ana i so
8 P. M. Office phone, 13; residence
phone,

Edward Hart has

1:0:1

boi::g

at

'W

ftp

Dig

been

In honest desire to please HER,

man usualy goes far amiss in his effort
to be. original.
Give her. a wrist watch the per-

confined to

his home this week on account of

ill-

ness.

FEB

REX THEATER
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
AND THURSDAY

if

A Wrist Watch

"

IOIIIVTBM

;!

DECEMSER
11th: 12th and 13th
IILMTCItS ATTCHTICM

U
.tV.jlllJfl

.3--

mm hit

V

1

"
ri m 1 "
t
1

sonal gift she will cherish and appre-

ciate most. Every woman wants a wrist
watch especially if it is unique in mo- del and dainty in design.

The Strand theatre presented "St
irimn" fhia week, one of the great
est dramas ever, written or screened.
The Strand will present another great
picture for next Thursday and Friday, "Thundering Dawn."

to a message, ssying that her father
was dangerously 11L
.
Yours for Health. Dr. 0. C. War
riner, Page Building. Phone 88.

.

The wrist watch has all the quali-

ties of the standard models which have
made this name famous.

Tha ladiaa of St. Ames Guild an
nounce their annual Bazaar and Tea,
to be given at the rectory on Friday,
December 14, from two to six,
Mrs. 0. C. Warriner waa called to
Memnhis. Tenn.. Tuesdsy in answer

"
.

A wide selection here

$25.00.
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CAR LOAD BUYING
Permits Me to Make

BETTER PRICES
Than my Competitors

Carman's Greceiry
See the New

Mid-Seaso-

Styles in

n

SATINS, TAFFETAS, METAL CLOTH AND LACES
All Ladies', Misses and

Children Winter Hate at

REDUCED PRICES
Stamped Articles for Fane Work ia Stoek
Also Stamping Done to Order
HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING
-

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

SUMMERS MILLINERY

The Holidays

Are Wear

M.C8
W.17 n

.- High School .
Eighth Grade
Central Building
Washington Building
Total

.....
...

buquerque has not experienced a dull
period in its business since the town
got together three yean ago to raise
money for its colossal' experiment.
The hotel has been leased by M. T.
Grier, for twenty yean identified
with the Rock Island hotel and eating
house system, and two associates, D.
D. Murphy and Ray Thompson.
In spite of its unique architecture,
the Franciscan is as modern aa any
metropolitan hotel in its appoint
ments. Each room is an outside
room all with private baths. With
its spacious dining room,- assembly
hall, coffee sKop, grill room and many
private dining rooms, the Franciscan
places Albuquerque in a position to
care for larger conventions than most
cities of its size.

T

...

Hich School ..I......-...-.
Eighth Grade
Central Building
Washington Building
.
Total

HOTEL FRANCISCAN
ALBUQUERQUE'S NEWEST NEW HOTEL

der the direction of Sidney M. Weil,
a local mining man, and former ad'
'
vertislne;
consultant, employed a
statistician who proved with tacts
and figures that a dull period in Al
buaueraue business was a psycholo
condition not in line with the
facts. To overcome the bar morale of the
community, these business men rais
ed more than half a million dollars
the Franciscan.
for the building-- of
That year alone building permits for
this town, with then a population of
only 15,000 totaled more than aix
millions of dollars, with half as much
more estimated for districts contiguous to Albuquerque but not actually in the city limits.
' Since then Albuquerque has doubled its population. Water and electrical outlet applications prove it to the
most skeptical. The city ia seething
with the building spirit Within the
last six months two skyscraper office
buildings have been completed, and
rented without difficulty. After building the Franciscan without mortgage
or outside promotion help nothing
seemed to big for Albuquerque people
to undertake.
The architecture of the Franciscan
is typical of New Mexico, showing
both Pueblo and Spanish influence.
The interior decorating haa been carried out in sympathy with the exterior, with carved beams, vigas, Indian designs and motifs and murals
of early southwest historical scenes.
The furniture, which was designed
by the famous house of Albert Pick
and Co.. Chicago, has been copied
from the best early Spanish exam
ples. The lobby is noteworthy for its
deep divans with woven-i- n Indian designs, Spanish hand made chairs and
its collection of Indian pottery which
lends atmosphere to the room. The
private dining rooms are typically
Spanish with medieval carved oak
.
furniture.
The Franciscan has been heralded
in architectural trade journals as a
promising example of what sectional
architecture can mean to the United
States, but the hard headed business
men who built the hotel regard this
as as of secondary importance to the
real mission of the Franciscan. Al
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Central Eu&T-irWMhington EuMng
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The Franciscan, which opened this
week at Albuquerque,
stands aa a
monument to a town which will not
tolerate a dull period. Three yean
aeo when a
buyers' strike
was felt in all parts of tho country,
men
business
of Albuiuorqu9, unthe
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Fish School
Lidith GraJ

MUTTON AND CHICKENS
WE SELL COUPON

'
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KRSZY 6 WALL, Proprietor
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ROY L. WHITE, Superintendent.
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Kansas Acreage
Less Than Year Ago

4A

de
TOPEKA. Kans., Dec.
crease in the Kansas winter wheat
acreage of 1,826,410 acres, or 15.72
per cent as compared with that sowed
a year ago, is shown In a report issued today by the state board of agriculture. The estimate 9,761,000 acres.
It is the smallest acreasre sown since
the first year of the war, 1917, the re
port says.

Will Occupy the Store Recently Vacated by T.
Youois' Dry Goods, next door to My Present
Shop, oa of about December 1, and Will Add
More Machinery and be better Prepared
:
Than Ever for all Kinds Of '

SHOE REPAIR WORK 1

. -

.

ASWELLASFCn

MAKING SHOES AND BOOTS
"

also for
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HARNESS REPAIR WORK

01Y

ELECTRIC SCOE SCO?
220 COAL AVENUE
PHOKZ 319
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Wholesale and Retail

MB

OF CHOICE

REX THEATER

O POOLM

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
AND THURSDAY

Sausage, Cured and Salted Meats

DECEMBER
11th, 12th and 13th

3h$h
AND WE ARE PREPARED FOR THE TRADE
We Also Carry the Freshest and Best Selected Line
of Staple and Fancy Groceries in the City and are
Prepared to Supply Your Every Want in That Line
Pueblo, Colorado, Bread '
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SERVICE GROCERY
E.

W. TAMONY, Prop.

Telephone 41

Prompt Delivery

m

CStfta

of 0uperb, &are lUeauty for all

There is Nothing that Espretses the True Spirit of Xmai Like
Piece of Jewelry
STEAM HEAT

ROOMS WITH BATH

-

"

IT 13 TRULY THE

&n

imk.

ApporprUte

.

" GIFT THAT LASTS"

HOTEL
JAS. H. DRAKE, Prop.

c
GOOD ROOMS

J

It is The Gift That is Al way's Appropriate for Mother, Wife, Sister, Brother, Sweetheart and .Friend
Just a few Suggestions From our Complete Stock includes: Watch Bracelets, Rings, Bar Pins,
Ear Screws, Lavalliers, Broaches, La Tusca Pearla, Vanity Cases, Finger Ring Watches, Ivory and Cut
Glass, Gent's Watches, Chains, Cigarette Cmos, Gold Pen and Pencil Sets, Charms, Emblem Goods,
Cuff Links, Belt Buckles and Diamonds, which from the Egyptian Period up to the Present Time
Decline
have been the Synonym of Royalty and Wealth. Their Value has never Suffered a Permanent
'
and there Should be no Fear for their future Wealth.
1
We are Always Glad to I lave you Come m and Look Over Our Stock, Whether You Are Ready to Buy

Only Fourteen Mere .Shopping Days Defcre Xrnas
CLEAN DEDS

ONE DOLLAR AND UP

SHOP EARLY AND HAVE NO REGRETS
Give Mother and Father a Nice Pair of Classes
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homespun, nowadays, is gossip.

pure, old time religious gospel, they
would ormg on antagonisms, prouuee
octal earthquakes', and arouse the
violence of the mob. The Jews Mid
of Paul and Silas, "These men have
tuned the world upside down."
The time hu come to preach the
gospel so forcefully and fearlessly
If
that that scene will be
wo can attack the pagan system of
wealth and bring the money changers
under the lash of true Christianity,
you will so the greatest upheaval the
world has ever witnessed. The god
of money, the love of money, the pa- -

478

Shop

Department Stores
Early-S- hop

Now!
Let

that you do your
holiday shopping at once.
-

us urge

Waiting until a few days before Christmas to make your
selections of gifts is liable to be
attended with distappointment .

11

Stocks are then reduced and
Right, now our collection of
goods for gift purposes is complete and interesting.

licnrl Daryisore

And this is the time to enjoy
the greatest satisfaction from
the pleasures of Christmas

REX

MATER

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
AND THURSDAY
12tK

KSW

;

KSIOO

HIDIAN

r,'vJa LUnkeU
lie--1

KM

vlll ha Mcaived bv the
Albuenearme,

VALTCTl

New

PoCtary

tL

CGLERZQ

Ueatco up to and Including December
FIS3T CTSZZT 'r
dead
:
Caraer RaCraai Avenae
31, 1S2S for all the merchantoble
1Ul all (00
altal M lb-ltVa.
live timber marked or obsignated to
cutting on an area emDracing iwm
iw
846 acres within Sec z, T. iv
r , mm aP. U . until ind- east
a.
It
"
J. W. CHAPMAN,
of Mt. Sedgwick, Maniano National
Forest, New Mexico, esiunavcu vo m
ATTORNEY AT LAW
1,687,000 feet B. M., more or lesoof
,
xeuow
wuvm
Western
nne,
PHONE 26
.
and Limber Pine. No hid of less than
conswerea.
15-be
will
H
1
ft.
Rooms
$2.50 per
Page Building.
$200.00 must be aepositea wi.n ecn
OurchaSO
New Mexico
annlieH
tho
UlA
(in
I,.
Gallup,,
in part as
price, refundea or retained
liquidated damages, accoraingto o
ditions of sale. The right
reject
any and all bids is reserved. Before
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
bids are submitted, full Womauon
conaiu.
ine
the
timber,
Psstor of The Methodist Chord.
concerning
of bids
of sale,V..and the subnusslon District
Residence 800 3rd Street '
.nm tha
.v,.u
Phone No. 288.
Mexico.
New
Forester, Albuquerque,
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:80 A. M
And 7:00 to 8:80 P. M.
At Tour Service At All Honrs.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
npo a dhuwf nv THE! INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office At Santa Fe, N. M.
Hi.

XI, JW

MOV.
.
fftvCTI

'

IF .YOUR ROOF LEAKS

and 13th

a

-

-

Will Give Ton Eight Honrs
Work For Eight Honrs Psr

RUIZ A OVERSON
Attoraeya-At-La-

.

w

Practice in all Courts of

Comer First St. and Coal Ave.

W. ATKINS

HERMAN

ATTORNEY AND

Sheet Music, Popular and Standard
Columbia Phonographs and' Records

COUNSELLOR
Office!

Authorized Dealer,

AT

LAW

Page Building
New Mexico

Gallap

Musical Instruments of All Kinds

Beautiful Models of All the New

EDMUND R. FRENCH

Office:

BBBSBaasaaBsmaMmBBamawsMaBP.wBaaSa.MessB

We Have One of the Best arid Utost Modern Equipped Optical Departments
In the State, in Charge of a Graduate and experienced Optometrist. Graduate
of the Los Angeles School of Optometry and Registered In the State of
For Examination of the Eyes and Muscular Anomalies Consult our
Optometrist. No Charge for Consultation.

105 Coal Avenue.

DR. PAUL

(1

QUI

STOflE

H. BENNETT

DENTIST -- :
Officer-Wa- rm
Building
New Mexico
Gsllnp

Our Wason at Your
Door Relieves Your
Worry
Our work

JB'JELDK

a. h. essusss,

am
First Pub. Dec 8

.

Reriater
,

t

1923.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Stayner, Will C. Hennlng.
Columbus Gaines, Roy Adair, all of
14-- tf
Ramah, New Mexico.
A. M. BERGERE
LOST On road east of tow- nRegister.
Black hand bag, containing personal
(2141)
effects, mostly work clothes. Reward First
17
Pub.
Nov.
or 15 lor return to this office.
Last Pub. Dec. 15
LOST: Lady's Shrine pin.
will eive liberal reward for
turn. Leave at Herald office.

U

FOR RENT: SlMninff rnnm
W. Aztec avenue.
Call after

210

o'clock.

mt

4

Entry

run nam:

Bieam neai.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Nov. 8, 1928
Notice is hereby given that Stephen W. Baxter, of Gallup, N. Max.,
who, on Oct 81, 1922 made Stock- -

it. re DEPARTMENT

utu

Homestead
No.
raisinar
045254, for Lota 2, 3, 4, EttWM, Eft
rurnuhed room, Section 18, Township 12 N., Range
pnone o. 329.
9 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make 8 year

Proof, to establish claim to the land
Ford truck. Ht-Holivsrv fa
described,
before, United
trade, for either rnariatar nr tnm. above
States Commissioner, at Gallup, N.
ing car. Inquire at the Manhattan
Mex., on the 19th day of December,
aie.
1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
FOR RENT: Rooms (lot Rent
Leonard Speilman, of Gallup N.
107 Wet Mesa Avenue.
tf
,
Mex.: Wayne Hardinsr. of Gallup. N.
Mex.; T. Mortensen, of Bluewater, N.
"This is my Symphony"
lir I Ua... a. H
To live content with .mall mdBHK Mw
to seek elegance rather than luxury', N. Mex.;
A. M. BERGERE
ana reiinemen. rainer man lash ion;
ttf be worthy, not respectable, and
Register.
(2137)
'
wealthy, not rich: to liatm tn
and birds, babes and sages with open First Pub. Nov. 17.
neart; to study hard; to think quietly, Last Pub. Dec. 15.
act frankly, talk gently, await occasions: hurrv never, in a wnrii. tn let
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the spiritual, unbidden and unconscious, grow up through the common. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
This is mv svmnhonv.
William Han. U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Nov. 8, 1923
ty Channing.
Notice is hereby given that Mary
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE M. Smith, of Crown Point, N. M.,
rlKST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF who, on April 16, 1920, made
No. 034579, for All of
THE STATE OF NEW MEXsection 20, Township 20 N., Range 10
ICO WITHIN AND FOR THE
W. N. M. P. Meridjan, has filed no" COUNTY
OF McKINLEY
tice of intention to make 3 years
Josephine Koenig Mahoney,
Prof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before United States
fiamtilf,
ht

14-lt--pd

.aM

,

Ko 99 KK Commissioner, at, Gallup, N. M. on
the 20th day of December, 1923.

b quality

GALLUP

work

STEAI.l

MOT

Claimant names ss witnesses:

NOTICE OF SUIT
Wade C. Smith, Wales A. Smtih,
You. Maurice Mahonev. ani Korehv W. F. Pitts, K. Presley, aU of Crown
.
notified that auit ha. hmt HlmA K Point, N. M.
the above named nlaintiff anrf
A. M. BERGERE
nm
pending
the above nam- you,
against
Register.
.
.
- J
A
ea
aeienaanc, in tne uistnct Uourt of (2138)
the First Judicial District of the First Pub. Nov. 17
State of New Maicicn within an1 fn. Last Pub. Dec. 15
the County of McKinley, said suit being numbered 2255 on the docket of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
said court.
The general objects of said suit are DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
for an absolute divorce from you, the U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Nov. 8, 1923
said defendant, on the grounds of
abandonment and for the custody of
Notice is hereby given that Edwina
tne minor child, Kose Mary Mahoney. Martin, of Bluewater,
New Mexico,
You are farther notified that un Who, on Dec. 11th, 1920, made stock-raisiless you enter, or cause to be entered,
homestead entry, No. 036662,
your appearance in said cause on ot for all of Section 10, Township 14 N.,
before the 11th day of January, 1924, Kange 11 w., In. M. Y. Meridian, baa
judgment will be rendered in said filed notice of intention to make
cause against you by default and the three year Proof, to establish claim
relief prayed for will be granted.
to the land above described, before
The name ofthe plaintiff's attorney The United States Commissioner, at
is J. W. Chanman. whose nostoffice Gallup, New Mexico, on the 20th day
of December, 1923.
address is Gallup, New Mexico.
Witness my hand and official seal Claimant names as witnesses:
at Gallup, New Mexico, this 20th day U. A. Berryhill, of Thoreau, New
Mexico: H. C. Elkin. Mrs. J. E. Tiet- of November, 1923.
r,
jen, R. C. Prewett, Sr., all of
NAT GARCIA,
.
New Mexico.
Clerk, District Court, McA. M. BERGERE
Kinley County, New Mex- -

....

T

ng

Blue-wate-

McKinley County,
New Mexico.
(2116)
First Pub. Nov. 24.
Last Pub. Dec. 15.

STATE LAND SELECTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE
SANTA

-

.J
Notice
--

FE,

Register.

;.

-

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT

FKITE

.

FOR SALE: Any one interested
in buying beautiful furniture should
see sigmund nsss, or phone 800.

Lawyer
Member Bar: Supreme Court Uniter
''
co.
States, Supreme Court of New
District Court Seal,
Mexico.

nr

See

A

FOR SALE: Improved ranch at Last Pub. Jan. 6.
Sooth Guam. For further inforna-tiapply to Gerard Griego, at BanNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ner Drag Store.
DEPARTMENT OF TH3 IN1ZSI03
WANTED Small --forniihed boose U. 8. Und Office at Santa Fa, N. U,
Nov. 10, ItL
br December 1, 1923 Apply at this
Notice is hereby given that Geo. H,
office.
aaaiaaw- ,
Mangumj of , Raman, New Mexico,
FOR RENT Room for rent at Ml who, on Aug. 6, 1918, made Home
stead entry, No. 032515, for all of.
East HU1.
Section 18, Township 8 N., Ranee 15
W., N. M. P. Meridian, baa ftled no-t-ke
FOR
Thr
taaiti Kaiiu
of intention to make three year
partly furishtd. Close in. Rent Proof, to establish claim to the land
reaaonaoie. Appiy at Mca.iniey coun- above described, before United Statea
ty Bank.
Commissioner, at Grants, New Mexico, on the 21st 'day of December,

a

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

.

Plan.
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Maurice Mahoney,

DENTIST

FINE STOCK OF PLAYER PIANOS

,

Oee-r-

l-i-

OMfc

cash registers
Joe Farm, at

Two

Deiendant.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT

We Carry ia Stock tha
C. C Conn Saxophones

FOR SALS:

VS.

DR. M. M. ELLISON

DIAMONDS DIAMONDS DIAMONDS
We Offer a Large Stock of Diamonds at Wonderfully low
Prices. Do Your Xinat Shopping Early. Buy Now and
Take Advantage of This Opportunity. Compare Prices.

'

,J

South

.

DIAMONDS

now on Display in Our Store. Purchasable on our Liberal Terms

mt Km

for

Stock-R-H.-Ent-

New Mexico and Arizona

GOOD JEWELRY AT GOOD PRICES

Phonographs, Ready for
Selection as Christmas Gifts, Are

"

IS at

:m,

C.

tion 12, Towr-tl- p
10 N, L"-- e lt
W N. M. P. Liridlaa. Ilm
bo
tke of intention to make T&r- - year
Proof, to estate claim to t i land
above described, kefora Unite! Statea
oa
vommtasioner, at Uailup, n. x.,
the 11th day of January, ItU.
' Claimant names as witnesfs:
Nobel Rogers, Jsmea H. Jackson.
Claude T. Smith, Rulon GaUagier, alt
of Ramah, N. II.

1

Expert Furniture Repairing

mm

Columbia

-'

Fa, V. U.

12-8--

CARPENTER and BUILDER

9AM

First Pub. Dec. 1
Last Pub. Dec. 29
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that John
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H. Griffith, of Ramah, New Mexico,
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who, onaepiemDer iu,
Stock-raisihomestead entry. No.
mntnn m an nr section zx. 1 own- ship 10 N., Range 14 W., N. M. P.
wi4ian 1ia filed nntlea of intention
to make three year Proof, to estab
lish claim to tne iana above aescnu
mA
Wnmi Tha United States Com
mlulnnar. at fiallun. New Mexico. On
the 3rd day ol January, iza.
n. mint tiama aa wttneasei:Brown.
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Adama. Cheater
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Frank Jones. Jsson E. Wilcox, all of
Ramah, New Mexico.
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NEW MEXICO
- Nov. 28, 1923

is hereby riven that the
State of New Mexico, by virtue of
Acts of" Confirms, has selected.
through this office, the following
lands:
'. Serial No. 046898
List 722
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SUNK, SH Sec. 4.,

(2139)

First Pub. Nov. 17
Last Pub. Dec. 15

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
November B, 19ZS
Notice is hereby Riven that Leo
nard Speilman, of Gallup, New Mexico,, who, on June 6, 1921 and April
3, 1923, made Homestead entries, No.

NE,
N., R. 10 W., and NH, SWtt,
Section 28, Township 12 N., Range 9
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no- -,
tice of Intention to make three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 SEV4NV, Stt muuvq ueauiwwi uqiwv auu v n a
NEK Sec. .. WH, WHEtt'and States Commissioner, at Gallup, New
Lots 2, 3, 6 and 7 of See. 12., and Mexico, on the 19th day of December,
Lots 1, 2, 8, 4, EHW-H- ,
EU of Sec. 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
30, Tp. 17 N., R. 9W.,' N. M. P. M. ,
Protests or contests against any or Stenhen W. Baxter. Wavne Hard
all of such selections may be fued In ing, both of Gallup, New Mexico; F.
this office at any time before final M. Greear. W. C. Hassell. both of
Bluewater, N. M.
approval.
A. M. BERGS&S
.AM. BERGERE,
Eerister.
RegisUr.
(2186)

First Pub. Dee. 8
Last Pub. Jan. 5.

042347-04630-
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SALE CLOSES
SATURDAY NITE
DECEMBER 15
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SALE CLOSES
SATURDAY NITE
'
DECEMBER 15

nFFEK

THE
F73

WE

AND YOUNG WOMAN IN GALLUP AND VICINITY TO MAKE THIS STOItE THEIR HOLIDAY HEADQUARTERS AND HAVE THEREFORE DECIDED ON THIS SALE. EVERY ARTICLE IN THE HOUSE IIAfl
DEEN REDUCED FOR THIS SALE AND YOU WILL DE GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY WHICH SELDOM OCCURS TO MAKE SUCH WONDERFUL SAVINGS ON YOUR XMAS PURCHASES.

WHILE OUR STOCK IS CHUCK FULL OF XMAS MERCHANDISE YET THOSE COMING THE FIRST FEW
DAYS OF THE SALE WILL NECESSARILY GET THEIR PICK OF THE MERCHANDISE. SO COME EARLY
'

AND STAY LATE..

HOUSE SLIPPERS
House Slipper

in ell The Wanted Styles And

Shade. Regular $2.50 Value.

$1.49

SALE PRICE

.v;-:- -

CHILDREN'S COATS

THE STYLE SHOP SALE

Sites 2 to 14 Will Bo Put on Sale At
Reductions From

IN FULL SWING
BE SURE AND ATTEND

25

10

33i

-

PER CENT

HOSE
Pure Thread Silk Hose la all .Shades.
2.00 Value
SALE PRICE
i
.-i-

Regular

KID GLOVES

QQ
70C

WearRight Kid Cloves, ; Every Pair Guaranteed
in All the New Shades and Stylos at a Dig

BATH ROBES
Bath Robes for Men and .Women. Beacon Make.
All Styles and Patterns

25

PER CENT REDUCTION

HATS
Any Hat in the House at Vi Price. Just Deduct
Vt From Original Price.
Included in Sale are
Blossom, Paige and Lady Duff Hats. Best Styles
and Makes.'

VANITY BOXES
Vanity Boxes in all Styles and Sires At

25

PER CENT REDUCTION

.'

Discount

NOTE!

,

FOR MEN
A Wonderful Assortment of llandkerckiefs, Celts,
Ties, Garters and Combination Sets and Tie Holders at a Big Reduction

A Small Deposit Will Hold
Any Article Until Xraag

-

mm

SILK UNDERWEAR

-

Always a Desirable Gift We Feature VANITY
FAIR. Best Made Colors, Peach, Orchid, Pink
and Toupe. On Sale at A Reduction of

Do Not Hesitate About Shopping
Here. We Will Do Our Utmost in
Helping You Select that Gift for
Mother, Wife or Sweetheart. If it
Comes from The Stylo Shop it Will
Be Doubly Appreciated.

20

PER CENT

FUR CHOKERS
Squirrel, Mink, Fitch, Opposum and Fox. Al
ways an Appreciated Gift These Will Absolutely Be Sold at Actual Cost

Just Deduct One Fourth From Original Price.

Freo! Fres!

COATS

WITH EVERY $10 PURCHASE
WE WILL GIVE AWAY ABSOLUTELY FREE A 2.S0

Silk and Wool. Erery Dress in the House WiU
One
Co Cut to Wholesale. , Seeing is Belierfcj.
Special Lot at
OQ OK
OCWtf
Regular SIS Value
Other Dressee Cut

IVIamnna Doll

PERCENT

Everything Marked in Plain Figure

::

.

Every Coat in the House WU1 be Put on Sale. Wo
Have Selected 27 Coats That Formerly Sold From
to $49.75. We Will

Qg

gUOJUp

FT73
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